leave me until action for renewal^ so far as might be, began. Again, and at
once, all that had been in motion before at the will of the architect, if not
the man, was set in motion. Steadily, stone by stone, board by board,
Taliesin II began to rise from the ashes of Taliesin I.
Where scenes of horror had identified the structure with ugly memories,
I changed it all. Where tragedy had been most obvious, an open stone-
floored loggia looted up the Valley toward the Lloyd-Jones family Chapel.
A guest unit was added to the west, and a great fireplace. It was for my
mother and aged aunts. I intended to bring them home to Taliesin now.
There was to be no turning back nor any stopping to mourn. What had
been beautiful at Taliesin should live as a grateful memory creating the
new, and, come who and whatever might to share Taliesin, they would
be sure to help in that spirit.
So I believed and resolved.
As one consequence of the ugly publicity given the terrible tragedy
hundreds of letters had come to me from all over the country. I tied them
up together into a bundle now and burned them. Unread. I went to work.
The salt and savour of life had not been lost. That salt and savour will
always be the work one does best.
TALIESIN II
More stone, more wood, more work—a more harmonious use of them
all. More workmen, more money—sacrifices, not only more creative work
on my part but desperate efforts to find and eventually earn the necessary
money.
Another fall, another winter, another spring, another summer and late
in 1915, Taliesin II took the place of the first Taliesin. A more reposeful
and a finer one. Not a chastened Taliesin. No, up in arms now, declining
to take the popular Mosaic-Isaian idea of punishment as worthy the sacri-
fice demanded and taken at Taliesin. Demanded? By whom? Taken? For
what? And the sentimental or superstitious or profane answers from all
sides, and from top to bottom, answered nothing.
But something was coming clear, now, through all the brutalizing
Taliesin had received. Something—no, not rebellion. Conviction. Purpose
now lifted the crown of the head higher. Made the eye see clearer. The
tread that faltered for a moment in weakness and confusion became
elastic and more sure as Work came alive again.
Meantime the Gardens, though still unfinished, had opened in as bril-
liant a social event as Chicago ever knew. Not finished yet, no, nor were
they ever finished. The decoration in the entrance-features remained to
be done. The towers of the Winter Garden had no decoration. Certain
other things all about. But the atmosphere aimed at, that was there. In a
scene unforgettable to all who attended, the architectural scheme and
colour, form, light and sound had come alive. Thousands of beautifully
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